CopLINK

Situational Awareness, Delivered
CopLINK Overview

- Safeguard citizens in public places
- Directly link First Responders to video resources
- Provide an Early Warning System for critical events
- Improve information sharing with First Responders
Improved Awareness

- Maps Provide Orientation
- Camera Locations are easily Seen and Understood
- View Angles of the Cameras are Displayed
Maps vs. Cameras

- Traditional Camera “matrix” views lack orientation
- First Responders are Not Familiar with Camera Locations
Maps vs. Cameras

- Maps Provide Immediate Orientation
- Mousing over a Camera shows Live video
- First Responders Camera Locations and Viewing Angles
Maps: Active Information

- Maps Display Event Notifications
- Critical Events are Indicated on the Map
- First Responders can quickly Identify the Threat Areas
Maps: Active Information

- Critical Events are Watched in Realtime
- Automatically Notifies Police when Shots are Fired
- First Responders can quickly Identify the Threat Areas
Critical Video Sharing

COP LINK
INSTANTLY CONNECT FIRST RESPONDERS TO SCHOOL VIDEO FEEDS

Situational Awareness
(OODA Loop)

Observe • Live team viewing by school administrators and police.

Orient • Quickly pinpoint the threat.

Decide • Initiate precise response plan.

Act • Accurately neutralize the threat.

Complete Solution

• HD CAMERAS
• CAMERA MAPPING OVERLAYS
• PANIC BUTTON INTEGRATION
• ADVANCED VIEWING SOFTWARE
• AUTOMATIC GUNSHOT DETECTION
• DIRECT LINK TO POLICE DISPATCH
• EXPERT CONSULTING SERVICES
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